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E-NEWS LINKS

25th October 2012

Dear Parents,
I am delighted to be publishing the first edition of E-News Links. I hope that parents will find something of
interest here as we seek to celebrate the achievements of our students, inform you of developments in the school
and keep you updated on future events. I would be happy to receive your comments on E-News so that we can
tailor it to the needs of parents. After all, this is a newsletter for YOU!
It is hard to believe that we are already in Week 12 of the school year and as we look back, we have much to make
us proud and thankful.

From Pre-School
On September 28th all our toddlers had a chance to pet and stroke our four
legged friends as we celebrated Pet Day. The garden was a haven for all our
animal friends - from cats and dogs to turtles and parrots, and even horses!
The slobbery but friendly bulldog mastiff eating his boiled eggs was a delight to
watch and our little ones enjoyed the private viewing of all the pets. Big thanks
to all the children (and parents) who shared their pets with us!

We need no excuse to party at Pre-School but still thought we’d make some excuse and so reinforced the ‘p’
sound with - yes - a Party! With everyone dressed in purple and pink, we feasted on popcorn, pasta, paratha and
peaches. And it did not end there: the children played a ‘p’ pirate game, and did collage work with ‘p’ pistachio
shells.
We at Links like to introduce a whole load of ideas, through activities that are fun and
involve the children; and hence on the 15th of October we celebrated ‘Global Hand
washing Day’. Through the year, our children are repeatedly reminded that washing
hands with soap is among the most effective (and inexpensive) ways to prevent
diseases. Clean Hands – Save lives!!!!!!! We now want our young ones to pass this message on even further and
teach others.

From LPS (Lower Primary School):
We at the Lower Primary School help to support your child by showing that we value their
progress and by encouraging them to take pride in their work. Our Friday morning parent
assemblies are based on character building and topics pertaining to the students’ syllabus.
We celebrated Teacher’s Day with a heartwarming assembly presented by the students,
which left most of the teachers teary eyed, cherishing their profession and really feeling
proud of their accomplishments. We would like to thank the Parent Association for their
kindness in sending in tasty refreshments, which were much appreciated by the teachers.
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We believe healthy competition develops a healthy mind and therefore, for an entire month, we had in-house
Spelling Bee competitions where Super Spellers for every class at each level were acknowledged with certificates.
The Links Spelling Bee, held on 28th September 2012, was
once again an astounding success and we hope our little
spellers do us proud in the years to come.
What’s Happening at LPS?






Read for a cause
Halloween Musti Morning
Class 2 Parent Assembly
Creative Writing Competition
Inter house swimming Championship

Check out the dates on your Calendar!

LPS STAR STUDENTS

Humza Minhaj
Brilliant Creative Writing

Sia Park
Mathematician of the Month

Aman Lakhawani
Always so Courteous

From UPS (Upper Primary and Secondary)
By the time you read this newsletter, Test Week will have come and gone, along with the subsequent Parent
Teacher Meetings. We do hope that the meetings prove helpful to parents, providing you with direct feedback
from the teacher and guidance towards improvement. I am always pleased when parents take an active interest
in their children’s schoolwork and we are able to make an effective team to facilitate their development. I really
believe in the power of praise. Most children want to succeed. They know only too well when they’ve missed the
mark. Even if they don’t show it or pretend not to care, they are genuinely disappointed. We need to make sure
that we praise them for what they HAVE achieved rather than focus on what they have not.
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HOUSES
Parents will know that all children (and teachers) at school are assigned to Houses: Red, Blue, Green or Yellow.
Houses have so far been associated mostly with specific events such as the current Read for a Cause and Sports Day.
While that association will continue, we now wish to consolidate and expand the identity of Houses by developing a
House System which rewards excellence or progress of any kind with House Points. Students will accumulate points
throughout the term. At each Friday assembly, the rankings will be read out so that students begin to value House
Points and compete to earn the most. Students can earn House Points through doing excellent schoolwork, making
marked progress in a subject they do not find easy, being kind and helpful, modeling good citizenship, serving the
school or community during special events and so on.

AND … we are giving names to our Houses. After MUCH deliberation, we have chosen
Planets as the theme for the Houses.
GREEN…..

JUPITER: The largest planet in our Solar System, Jupiter was in ancient mythology, the god of sky and thunder.

RED ….

MARS:
MARS Known as the Red Planet, Mars was in ancient mythology, the warrior god.

BLUE…..

NEPTUNE:
NEPTUNE A planet of ice and gas, Neptune was in ancient mythology the god of the sea

YELLOW…..

VENUS : The brightest planet in the night sky, Venus was in ancient mythology the goddess of love and beauty.

HOUSE CAPTAINS:
JUPITER:
MARS:
NEPTUNE:
VENUS:

MARIUM FAISAL
ANUSHAY WALI
HUNAINA KHAN
FATIMA ZEHRA AWAN

SAMEER FARISHTA
ADEEB ATHER
SAIF RIZVI
USAMA SIDDIQUI

I’ve been particularly surprised and proud at some of the achievements of our students in events
outside school. Two Links students participated in swimming competitions – Kayan Sayeed and
Laiba Bilwani came back bearing no fewer than 4 Medals each, many of them Gold!
Danial Aquil and Ibrahim Mukaty (yes – both of them) were selected as “Man of the Match” in our local inter-school
football competition. And Danial Aquil - was also selected for the Pakistan National Youth Football Team and
represented his country in Iran – an amazing achievement!
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Further accolades go to Meer Reza Jumani who progressed from
the regional final of the Dawn Spelling Bee to participate in the
National Competition in Islamabad. That’s great for Reza and a first
for Links! Fantastic!

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
We are always interested to participate in events which expose our students to competition and friendship beyond
Links. Here are our Swimming Teams whose participation was so appreciated by the organizers!
20th Girls Sindh Open Swimming Championship

Aisha Trunkwala 1-L, Laila Abdul Kadir 3-P,
Mashal Bandukwala 2-P, Nusha Dossa 4-L, Manal Dossa 1-P,
Amna Aamir 4-L, Someyah Ansari 4-P, Fahal Dossa 5-L,
Samar Sattar 4-P, Maha Ahmed 5P

51st Boys Sindh Open Swimming Championship

Saif Savul 3-P, Saad Sattar 2-P, Reza Gokal 2-P,
Rayaan Habib 2-P, Kiya Sayeed 4-P, Kayan Sayeed 6-L,
Shane Mana 6-P, Khizer Ubaid 6-P, Abdullah Kalat 8-L,
Sharziyan Dadabhoy Y11.

Of course, we have also participated in many other activities and events including football, the MUN (Model United
Nations) and the Dawn Spelling Bee. We are proud of our students, their readiness to compete, their modesty in
victory and their grace in defeat.
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EID
Today school closes for the Eid Holiday. Around the world Muslims will be gathering with their families to celebrate.
I am reminded at this time of the importance of family and the benefits of sharing a hearty meal and wholesome
conversation at a common table – a tradition almost lost in many western countries. Hospitality, sharing what we
have with others, is one of the great blessings of our humanity. On behalf of the Management and Staff of Links, may
I take this opportunity to wish you and your family Eid Mubarak. Enjoy the Holiday!

Phil Billing
Head of School

